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I, like so many of you, am happy to see winter go. Spring is a time of renewed energy, optimism and discovery.
At the NJTC, we work hard to showcase the discoveries and the extraordinary innovators we have right here
in our own backyard, which is why I want to point you to our exceptional Innovators in Science series. With
the support of the Rita Allen Foundation, this presentation and networking
series has been developed to highlight cutting edge, commercial, life
science-based innovations, and shine a spotlight on groundbreaking
Visit our
researchers and entrepreneurs as they share their work and discoveries. On
website at
April 30th, join me as we hear from two fascinating, highly-accomplished
www.njtc.org speakers, Dr. Raul Rabadan and Dr. Shridar Ganesan.
Now grab your pens and mark your calendars for two upcoming events.
Our extremely popular FinTech Conference is a must-attend for many of
our members and is coming up on June 3. And on June 12, we’ll be honoring our
CFOs. The unsung heroes of our business community, they work tirelessly to keep our businesses moving in
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the right direction. Go to NJTC.org and nominate your CFO today.
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Do You Want to Win 25K Cash,
Plus Free Comcast Services?
Comcast Business and Inc. Magazine are calling for essay entries for “Innovations 4
Entrepreneurs” (www.business.comcast.com/i4E), a national competition that will award two
entrepreneurs from the Greater Philadelphia region $25,000 in cash, free Comcast Business
Internet and TV services for two years, a $2,500 allocation for additional Comcast Business
services and complimentary use of premium cloud applications from Comcast’s Upware
partners Cisco, Microsoft, Symantec, DocuSign, Soonr and Swiftpage Engage for one year.
Six grand prize winners will also receive an all-expenses-paid trip to New York City, where
they and a guest will have the opportunity to receive one-on-one consulting with four nationally
recognized business experts: Marcus Lemonis, businessman, investor, TV personality and
philanthropist; Robert Irvine, celebrity chef and entrepreneur; Michael Angelakis, vice chairman
and chief financial officer for Comcast; and, Amy Banse, managing director and head of funds
for Comcast Ventures. They will also receive a VIP tour of 30 Rockefeller Center and an awards
dinner prepared by Chef Irvine. A total of $600,000 in cash and services will be awarded to
entrepreneurs nationwide for their innovative use of technology to enhance customer and
employee experiences.
Based on submissions in which entrepreneurs recount how they used technology to help
enhance either the customer or employee experience, entries will be judged will by John
Jantsch, marketing consultant, speaker and best-selling author of Duct Tape Marketing, The
Commitment Engine and The Referral Engine and Anita Campbell, founder, CEO and
publisher of Small Business Trends.
Visit www.business.comcast.com/i4E to submit your applications and essays. Entries are due
by April 30, 2014. n
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The NJTC Venture Fund
invested in 37 companies
that created more than 1400
high paying jobs, and that
number continues to grow.

Bitcoin:

Cyber Criminal
Target
A Bitcoin is a digital currency
stored in a downloadable wallet on
a user’s personal computer or with
an online wallet service provider.
Each wallet has a unique identifier
that allows users to transfer bitcoins
to other users’ wallets. Bitcoin is a
decentralized, peer-to-peer payment
system, currently with no regulatory
authority. It is gaining popularity,
with mainstream businesses adopting
it as an alternative form of payment
or investment.
While the long-term use of Bitcoin
is uncertain, for at least the near term
in 2014, the increasing adoption and
publicity will continue to draw the
interest of cyber criminals who target
Bitcoin users’ wallets for theft, or
compromise systems to generate
bitcoins via malware infection.

Second Annual
NJBIN Awards
April 25

TechMASH

The Second Annual NJBIN Awards will
be held on April 25 from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Rutgers EcoComplex in
Bordentown. Honored guest speakers
include Kim Guadagno, Lt. Governor of
New Jersey (invited) and Thomas Bracken,
president and CEO of the New Jersey
Chamber of Commerce. Fifteen startup
companies from incubators throughout
the state will be honored at the event
for their remarkable achievements. The
event includes a light buffet lunch and
exhibit tables for guests to network with
the winners and learn more about their
companies.
The New Jersey Technology Council
and the New Jersey Technology &
Entrepreneurship Talent Network are
event sponsors.
The New Jersey Business Incubation
Network (NJBIN) is a collaborative
statewide community of business
experts and resource facilities dedicated
to enhancing the commercial success
of early stage and expansion stage
entrepreneurial companies, growing
higher paying jobs and supporting the
economic growth strategy for the state.
The event is free, but registration by
April 18 is required. Please register at
http://bit.ly/14BINAwards.

Jim Bourke @JimBourke
Markets show first glimmer of U.S. inflation
expectation is.gd/J2nEnC

Illustration ©gobyg

Constellation: Green Tip of the Month!
Efficiency Made Easy: Energy Savings
Did you know…? Constellation’s Efficiency Made Easy (EME) may improve load factor by reducing energy
usage and demand, reduce capacity payments, and provide additional electric distribution company savings
based on at least$10/MWh.
Constellation, New Jersey Technology Council’s endorsed power supplier, helps members like you intelligently
buy, manage and use energy.
Learn more at www.constellation.com/NJTCAR1.
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Colin Day
President and CEO of iCIMS

iCIMS is a 300+ employee company focused on delivering
software-as-a-service to streamline talent acquisition for some
of today’s biggest companies. Day sits down with TechNews to
discuss his big break into becoming an entrepreneur, the biggest
misstep he made, and what it means to be an environmentally
conscious business leader.

Lets go back to 1999, when you were working in sales
at an IT recruiting firm. You saw an opportunity and
seized it. Can you tell us a little bit about your Aha!
moment, and how you came to be president and CEO
of iCIMS?
I guess I would say I was an entrepreneur at heart who just happened
to be at the right place at the right time—and was willing to seize the
moment. I had written about seven business plans between the ages of
20 and 23 and just knew I wanted to do something entrepreneurial. I
had role models all throughout my family who had started companies. I
could come up with great ideas; the problem was that funding them was
always a challenge. The irony was that iCIMS (and a funding partner)
was right under my nose the whole time. The CEO of the company I
was with, Comrise Technology, agreed to not only spin-off iCIMS, but
allowed me to run the show and even funded it in its early days through
loans. I truly would not be here today without him.

What industry challenges did you see iCIMS solving in
those early days? Has that changed at all today?
Our first challenge was simply to automate the administrivia of
recruitment (employment applications, EEO/diversity tracking,
communications and letters, offers, reporting, etc.). What’s really
exciting today is that this process automation, while still highly
important, is now just the bedrock upon which newer, more strategic
tools are now built (CRM/marketing automation, social sourcing, etc.).
Mobile, social and video are truly revolutionizing the recruitment
process, and we’re helping our customers embrace these new trends to
win their wars for talent.

Finding and acquiring top talent is a big issue for
many companies; why do you think that is? Is there a
shortage of talented people, or are people not looking
in the right areas?
There really is a tale of two cities going on. While unemployment
remains high, most companies are talking about an inability to find
talent for their openings. Talent has pivoted from a reactive art (post
a job and pray for applicants) to a proactive science (using a CRM to
source talent, mine data, and locate your next hire, no matter where
they work today). Tools like LinkedIn have changed the game in
terms of access to talent, making the war for the “right” talent more
competitive than ever.
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I’m sure the product has changed a lot since you
founded the company. Were there any missteps along
the way?
Our biggest misstep was losing our focus for a short period. Roughly
four years ago, all of our competitors starting building out tangential
products in HR in an attempt to evolve from “best-in-breed” to “full
suite.” We were moving in the same direction even though our customers
were telling us to remain focused on recruiting. I’m extremely thankful
that we were agile enough to realize they were right, pivot, kill off those
ambitions, and re-focus on talent acquisition and the new social, mobile
and video revolutions that were changing the game.

That’s not easy to do. What do you think has been the
key to iCIMS’ success?
Focus. Period. Focus on talent acquisition. Focus on a 100% pure
software-as-a-service architecture. Focus on strong customer service
and really listening to the needs of the customer.

Lets switch over to sales. What sales strategy have
you used to grow iCIMS’ client list?
Our go-to-market strategy is ultimately delivered through marketing
dial-ups. The front-end of our funnel is fueled by avenues like search
engine optimization and marketing, pay-per-click, email marketing, etc.
Sales are essentially “right-sized” to what the marketing engine drives.
Therefore, we don’t focus on the size of our sales team. We focus on
hiring the best sales reps—we call them “Solutions Consultants”—and
maximizing win rates and deal sizes through better, salaried sales talent.

You’ve been recognized a “Green Leader” for your
environmental awareness. Can you tell me about
what role that plays in iCIMS? What can business
leaders do to be more environmentally friendly?
Focus is the key here too. We have a lot of very young, very passionate
employees who don’t just want a desk job. They want a career at a
company that stands for something good and gives back. We thought
that, in order to have tangible impact, it would be best to funnel all
of this goodwill through one channel—the environment. We do things
like purchase renewable energy certificates, plant trees for every new
hire, perform beach sweeps and park clean ups, and raise money for
environmental causes. While we’re not exactly changing the world,
we are able to point to some very tangible and meaningful local and
environmental wins.

What’s next for iCIMS?
Our biggest competitors have all just been bought by the largest
software companies in the world (Oracle, SAP, IBM). We really see an
incredible runway ahead to dial this business up and emerge a leader (if
not the leader) in the next three to five years. At that point, we’ll have to
find bigger competitors to remind us we haven’t yet made it. n
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TAKE A SEED OF AN
IDEA AND WATCH
IT GROW INTO A
THRIVING BUSINESS
The professionals at WS+B who dedicate
themselves to servicing clients in the New
Jersey tech space are passionate about
helping bright entrepreneurs achieve their
dreams.
Like you, we believe there is nothing
more exciting than taking the seed of an
idea and watching it grow into a thriving
business. Whether in startup phase or as
an established company, our professionals
have a unique understanding of this
space, and will work with you as a
strategic partner throughout your journey
of growth and success.
Jim Bourke, CPA.CITP, CFF, CGMA
Partner, Practice Leader
Technology Services
732.842.3113 • jbourke@withum.com
Chris DeMayo, CPA, MBA
Team Leader
Startup and Emerging Growth Services
973.898.9494 • cdemayo@withum.com

withum.com

photo ©Svetlana Damjanac

Support for
Windows XP and Office 2003
Ends April 8, 2014
We want to make sure all small business owners are aware of an important event happening next
month. As of April 8, 2014, Microsoft will no longer provide technical assistance for Windows
XP and Office 2003, including automatic updates that help protect your PC. According to
Microsoft, more than 20 percent of small businesses are still using the XP platform, which
Microsoft first introduced in 2001.

What does this mean for your business?
1. There will be no new security updates, non-security hotfixes, free or paid assisted support
options, or online technical content updates.
2. Without critical security updates, PCs could become vulnerable to harmful viruses, spyware,
and other malicious software which can steal or damage business data and information.
3. Anti-virus software will not be able to fully protect PCs running Windows XP once the OS
is no longer supported.
4. Businesses that continue to run Windows XP after support ends may be exposed to potential
security threats, and may even risk breaching compliance standards depending on the
industry in which they operate.

How do you stay protected?
To stay protected after support ends April 8, you have two options:
1. Upgrade your current PC: Very few older computers will be able to run Windows 8.1, which
is the latest version of Windows. You may want to download and run the Windows Upgrade
Assistant to check if your PC meets the system requirements for Windows 8.1 and then
follow the steps in the tutorial to upgrade if your PC is able.
2. Get a new PC: If your current PC can’t run Windows 8.1, it might be time to consider
shopping for a new one. The average price of a PC is considerably less expensive than the
average PC was 10 years ago. n
For more information on the Windows XP and Office 2013 end of support,
www.microsoftbusinesshub.com/get2modern
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NJTC Panelists Say Real Benefits From
Big Data Applications Are Now Here
BY ESTHER SURDEN
Big data’s benefits are real despite skepticism from the larger business
community, according to panelists at the Dec. 12, 2013, New Jersey
Technology Council (NJTC) Data Summit and Expo, held in Ft.
Monmouth, Eatontown.
Representing New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT), Donald
Sebastian, senior vice president for research and development at the
school, said when we talk about big data, a lot of what we are seeing
is “old wine in new bottles.” Algorithm construction; faster, higherperforming algorithms; pattern-recognition algorithms; and so on have
been around for a while, he said.
Nevertheless, he argued, big data has been the biggest change since
personal computing and threatens the status quo in the same way that
personal computing threatened mainframes.
Big data lets companies and people make rational decisions in the
absence of a physical model, Sebastian stated. The value is that we can
now go from data to information to knowledge. “Now there is enough
data not to fall prey to statistical variations and anomalies,” he said.
NJIT is parlaying big data into an organization called NJ-HITEC
(Newark) that helps healthcare providers manage information. The
goal is to make decisions logically, in the patient’s best interest and cost
effectively, Sebastian said. “We have assembled resources that allow us
to touch almost every physician in New Jersey,” he added.
The university is also involved in the Smart City movement via a
Christie Administration mandate. The plan is to embrace the idea of
information infrastructure via the Internet of Things. “Suppose we
could have traffic signals that understood exactly who needs to go where
and what the backup is and then reroutes them to avoid blockages and
difficulties. What if signage on the street dynamically changed as you
were walking down it? What if parking meters understood when there
was a vacancy?” Sebastian asked the audience.
Newark and NJIT plan to be the destination where large and small
companies can go to demonstrate how new ideas like these can scale,
Sebastian said. It will be a place with wireless infrastructure where
entrepreneurs who want to use sensor technologies can test their ideas.
“We want to assist those companies in demonstrating and validating
and getting their investments out of the deal,” he said. It is hoped that
the companies will want to stay in the state and grow.
Also on the panel was Bill Bartzak — president, CEO and founder
of MD On-Line — who discussed how his company, which was
founded to eliminate the paper process between doctors and insurance
companies, is turning to big data to offer services to physicians.
MD On-Line extends to 80,000 healthcare providers across the
country and is on 47 major insurance carriers’ websites for physicians
to use, Bartzak said. His company reaches smaller physicians’ practices
— ones with five or six practitioners in the office.

“Today, for 80,000 providers, we know at all times what doctors are
seeing what patients for what conditions,” said Bartzak. MD On-Line
has acquired several companies so it can leverage the data it obtains
to help educate doctors and help them educate patients in the latest
advancements in medicine.
“This is really what big data is all about,” Bartzak said. “It’s about
digging into the data, understanding what it means and bringing it
down to an individual level. We make sure we are always compliant
while we are using this information.”
Having acquired a medical continuing education company, MD On-Line
says it can supply doctors with materials geared to specific conditions.
Bartzak said that if someone leaves a doctor’s office with a blood disorder,
MD On-Line can tell the doctor that there is a continuing education
symposium on that topic within 100 miles of his or her practice.
He added, “We know clinical trial research. Trying to match patients
to the proper trial can be like finding a needle in a haystack. We can
make a doctor aware that there is a clinical trial available for a patient
with a rare disease within a 100-mile radius of his patient population.”
In one example of big data use, MD On-Line was able to find
patients with extrinsic asthma. Even though none had been identified
by code, the company could look for patients with allergies and asthma.
“We found over 10,000 doctors and over 80,000 patients, which told
us that doctors needed to be educated on a new therapeutic solution
for extrinsic asthma and needed to recall their patients to come in for
a test,” Bartzak said.
Stevens Institute of Technology (Hoboken) professor David Belanger
noted that now there are enough big data tools around for people who
are not tool builders to execute large data projects. He said one of the
best uses of big data is process control. Every business has a number
of complex processes, and if it examines the details, it can find dollars
to make improvements. “Companies should start by using big data
techniques on their processes,” Belanger said.
Another area in which big data has proven itself is places where
sampling used to be common. “Now you don’t do as much sampling;
you do a lot of work with populations,” said Belanger. “That has
changed how we look at rare events. For example, in using sampling
you will miss fraudsters. But if you look at the population, you will see
more of what is going on.”
Belanger said Stevens is part of the Big Data Alliance, a consortium
of N.J. colleges and universities. “We are moving forward with a
symposium in the spring and perhaps proposing some enabling
legislation and cooperation between educational institutions,” he said.
“We are seeing an explosion in course curricula in data science.
Stevens now has a master’s degree in business intelligence and analysis.
This is one of our fastest-growing programs,” said Belanger. n

Esther Surden / NJTechWeekly.com
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Tech CFOs Optimistic
About Future of IPO Market

According to a BDO USA survey healthcare reform and
lack of skilled labor pose challenges in 2014.
Following an exceptionally strong year
for initial public offerings (IPOs) overall,
a majority of technology CFOs believe the
IPO market for the technology sector will
continue to accelerate in the coming year,
according to data released today by BDO
USA, LLP. Ninety-three percent of CFOs
anticipate IPO activity will remain the same
or increase in 2014, up from 86 percent of
CFOs who expressed the same sentiments last
year. This comes on top of last year’s robust
offerings environment, which saw a total of 45
tech companies--including Twitter--go public,
according to Renaissance Capital. This trend
is consistent with the latest findings published
in the annual BDO IPO Outlook Survey, in
which 73 percent of capital market executives
at leading investment banks predicted an
increase in offerings from the technology
industry.
The JOBS Act is increasingly being viewed
as a catalyst for emerging businesses to pursue
offerings, as companies can now benefit from
a streamlined IPO process with reduced
regulatory burden. Twenty-five percent of
survey respondents expect the JOBS Act to
expand the number of technology companies
that initiate the IPO process in 2014, more
than double the number of CFOs who felt
similarly last year.
“The IPO market was exceptionally strong
in 2013, and the tech industry is feeling the
positive impact of the JOBS Act,” says Aftab
Jamil, partner and leader of the Technology
and Life Sciences Practice at BDO USA, LLP.
“While some industry analysts are concerned
that the IPO market has already hit its peak,
our study indicates that technology companies
anticipate that there is more to come in 2014
as business growth prospects remain strong
and investor demand increases. This could be a
reflection of the equity market, which remains
generally strong, and the overall improvement
of the economic environment. Excitement
generated by the robust equity market and the
broader IPO market has also seeped into the
market for private tech companies.”
Along these lines, 43 percent of CFOs
expect private equity, which has invested a
considerable amount of capital in the tech
sector over the past few years, to generate the
most tech IPOs in 2014. Following private
equity, 39 percent say venture capital-backed
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companies will be the most likely to go public,
and 18 percent identify owner/manager or
privately held businesses as giving rise to the
most IPOs.

U.S. Economic Rebound to Drive
Technology Industry Growth
Regarding future growth drivers for the
technology sector, 43 percent of survey
respondents point to the United States’
economic rebound as the most important
factor motivating growth this year, up from
16 percent last year. One-third of CFOs
expect consumers’ continuing heavy appetite
for the latest personal technology products to
drive growth in 2014, followed by increased
corporate information technology (IT)
budgets (16 percent).
The ongoing popularity of mobile
devices and the increased traction of cloud
computing solutions unfortunately continue
to create new avenues for cybercriminals to
access sensitive customer and user data. This
concern, combined with recent high profile
security breaches, have compelled 64 percent
of technology CFOs to increase spend on IT
security and surveillance. At the same time,
technology businesses that provide products
and services to address security and privacy
concerns stand to benefit from the increased
demand of their offerings.
While international markets remain critically
important to technology companies, CFOs are
not looking to them as a growth catalyst in
the near term. Only eight percent of CFOs
identify it as a primary growth factor this year,
down from 23 percent last year.

Healthcare Reform and Fierce
Competition Cited as Major
Challenges in 2014
Now required to supply a higher minimum
standard of health insurance coverage to
their employees, 39 percent of tech CFOs
indicate that healthcare reform will be the
biggest macroeconomic challenge facing their
organization in the coming year, followed by
a lack of qualified workers (28 percent), and
policy and tax changes (26 percent). Only
seven percent of survey respondents believe
the global debt crisis will be the biggest
challenge to their organization, down from
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26 percent last year, suggesting an improved
outlook on the stability of the global financial
market.
When it comes to microeconomic
challenges faced by technology companies,
fierce competition tops the list with more than
half (54 percent) of tech CFOs citing it as a
leading concern in 2014, up 20 percent from
last year. The tech industry’s ongoing efforts
to keep pace with evolving consumer and
business sector needs by offering innovative
products and services makes investing in talent
a critical component of a company’s success.
Twenty percent of CFOs report that they are
most concerned with recruiting or retaining
workforce talent, consistent with last year’s
projections.
These findings are from the seventh annual
BDO Technology Outlook Survey, which
examined the opinions of 100 chief financial
officers at leading technology companies
throughout the United States. The survey was
conducted from December 2013 to January
2014. Additional findings from the survey
will be released in the coming weeks.

LEGAL Q&A

Other major findings from the 2014 BDO
Technology Outlook Survey include:
• More CFOs plan to raise capital in 2014.
Thirty-four percent of CFOs surveyed say
that they plan to seek additional capital
in 2014, more than double the number
indicating that they would do so in 2013.
For those companies, the majority are
counting on the private debt market
(43 percent), followed by turning to a
strategic partner (19 percent), public debt
(17 percent), private equity (12 percent)
and public equity (10 percent). The
public debt market is seeing the largest
increase, up from one percent in 2013
and private equity is seeing the biggest
decrease, down from 42 percent in 2013.
Notably, according to BDO’s Fifth Annual
PErspective Private Equity Study, when
private equity fund managers were asked

about which industries will provide the
greatest opportunity for investment in
2014, 17 percent cited technology, only
second to manufacturing and therefore
the technology sector, with its robust
growth prospects, remains an attractive
investment option for private equity funds
seeking sound investment opportunities.
•
CFOs cite foreign intellectual property
(IP) infringements as the biggest threat
to their company’s IP protection. When
asked about threats to their company’s IP
protection, a plurality (47 percent) of CFOs
indicate an increase in IP infringements in
foreign countries--where the protection of
U.S. IP may not necessarily be enforced-as a top threat, followed by patent trolls
and frivolous law suits (36 percent) and
changes in patent law (17 percent). n

BDO is the brand name for BDO USA, LLP, a U.S. professional services firm providing assurance, tax, financial
advisory and consulting services to a wide range of publicly traded and privately held companies. BDO USA,
LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership, is the U.S. member of BDO International Limited, a UK company
limited by guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms.
www.bdo.com.

Rita Allen Foundation:
Innovators in Science
April 30, 2014 New Brunswick

This series has been developed with the support of the Rita Allen Foundation will highlight cutting edge
commercial life science centered innovation and technologies. The mission is to spotlight groundbreaking
researchers and entrepreneurs as they share their work and discoveries with a multidisciplinary and
diverse audience and network members of the regional technology and life sciences community.
Speakers: Dr. Raul Rabadan, Assistant Professor, Department of Systems Biology and the Department
of Biomedical Informatics, Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons. Dr. Rabadan has been
the Martin A. and Helen Chooljian Member at The Simons Center for Systems Biology at the Institute
for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey. From 2001 to 2003 he was a fellow at the Theoretical
Physics Division at CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, in Geneva, Switzerland. In
2003 he joined the Physics Group of the School of Natural Sciences at the Institute for Advanced Study.
Dr. Rabadan’s current interest focuses on patterns of evolution in biological systems—in particular, RNA
viruses and cancer.
Dr. Shridar Ganesan, MD, PhD Associate Director for Translational Science and Director of Functional
Genomics Shared Resource at the Cancer Institute of New Jersey Associate Professor of Medicine and
Pharmacology Robert Wood Johnson Medical School Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey Rutgers
Cancer Institute of New Jersey
Dr. Ganesan, who is part of the precision medicine initiative believes “research needs to be focused on
numerous aspects of the disease in order to better classify it. Instead of determining cancer type only by
the organ in which it originates, genomic analysis opens the door for additional classification by the set
of genomic changes present in each cancer, which can guide more precise or tailored therapy.”
Visit www.njtc.org for additional information. n
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How is solar power being delivered
to single site users and what is a
Solar Power Purchase Agreement?
Under a Solar Power Purchase
Agreement (“SPPA”) a developer
owns, operates and maintains a
photovoltaic system on the customer’s
site. The developer agrees to finance
the project’s capital costs, design
and install the system, and obtain
the required approvals to operate
the system. In return, the customer
agrees to buy the power produced by
the system. The SPPA is a long-term
arrangement, typically with durations
of 15, 20 or 25 years.
The customer benefits by receiving
defined energy pricing, potential lower
electricity costs, and the positive public
image associated with renewable
energy. Also, the customer is not
burdened with obtaining approvals,
financing the construction of
the system, or the costs of system
maintenance, all of which are the
responsibility of the developer. The
developer obtains financial benefits
such as tax credits and income derived
from the sale of electricity to the user.
At the end of the SPPA term, the
customer can purchase the system
from the developer and assume
the operational, maintenance, and
disposal responsibilities. Alternatively,
the terms of the SPPA can be extended
with the developer, or the customer
can require the developer to remove
the system.

John Sarto is an Associate
at Giordano, Halleran &
Ciesla, P.C. and member
of the Real Estate, Land
Use & Development
and Renewable Energy
Practice Areas. He can be
reached at (732) 741 3900
or jsarto@ghclaw.com.
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PLUGGED IN

Why Outsourcing Your Information
Technology Might Make Sense
BY MICHAEL MULLIN
Today’s information technology infrastructure is incredibly complicated, and its rapid rate
of change is nothing short of mind-boggling. Even those of us in the technology industry are
challenged to understand and prioritize which of the many moving pieces are worth grabbing
and adopting. How, then, can small- and mid-size companies whose businesses are not techrelated successfully stay on top of what they need in order to keep their systems current, let
alone advanced enough to create competitive advantage?
In many cases they cannot. And with everything from the escalating risks associated with
business-critical functions like collecting and protecting customer payment data, to confusion
over what the imminent support end-of-life for several popular Windows business products, to
the pros and cons of cloud computing, it is no wonder that many companies are choosing to
outsource their IT function through Managed Services. In short, companies like IBS are seeing
a surge in demand from clients looking to hire a third-party provider to fill the role of an internal
chief information officer.
IT outsourcing comes with a number of immediate benefits.

Cost Control and Reduction

Count on a Customized
Energy Solution to
Meet Your Needs.
855.233.3620
constellation.com/NJTCAD1

Outsourcing converts fixed IT costs into variable costs and allows companies to budget
effectively. The company pays for what it uses, as needed. On the other hand, organizations
that try to “do” IT in-house often invest significant time in related research, development and
implementation - all of which increase costs. Additionally, hiring and training an IT staff can be
expensive, and temporary employees may not live up to expectations. Outsourcing lets businesses
focus their human resources where they need them most. They no longer have to financially
support employees dedicated to the IT function, nor do they have to worry about training.

Certification, Qualification and Experience
Unless you are a trained technology professional, how can you really tell if a potential IT
employee is qualified? Certifications like Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE) are
important, but so is experience. Outsourcing to a specialized firm ensures the involvement
of a team with the proper skills and backgrounds. This is especially important when it comes
to solving problems. An in-house IT employee leads an isolated existence - no matter how
much they train. Good IT service companies are exposed to multiple systems and network
configurations. Very few issues can arise that they have not already seen (and solved).

Rapid New Technology Implementation
A quality outsourced IT service organization will have the resources to start new projects right
away, where handling the same project in-house might involve a company spending weeks or
months dedicated to hiring and training the right people, and providing the support they need.
They also can help businesses vet new technology products to identify the advancements that
will bring real ROI, rather than just bells and whistles, and advise them on an appropriate
timeframe and budget for adoption.

Renewed Core-business Focus

© 2013. Constellation Energy Resources, LLC.
These materials are provided by Constellation
NewEnergy, Inc. Any offerings described herein are
those of Constellation NewEnergy, Inc., a subsidiary
of Exelon Corporation. Brand names and product
names are trademarks or service marks of their
respective holders. All rights reserved. Errors and
omissions excepted.
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Businesses have finite resources, and managers have limited time and attention. Outsourcing
can help companies focus on their core business by eliminating the distractions associated with
complex IT decisions. In other words, companies do what they do well, and an experienced IT
services provider enables them to stay centered.

Risk Reduction, Compliance and Security
Is your firewall up to date? Do you have a DMZ installed? Do you audit your workstations and
servers? Has your company implemented PCI security standards and work to maintain those
standards? Every business investment carries a certain amount of risk. Markets, competition,
government regulations, financial conditions and technologies all change very quickly. For
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example, the many available forms of transacting business and collecting
payment electronically today necessitates impeccable due diligence to
ensure the privacy of client data, sensitive competitive information and
more. Managed Services providers assume a significant amount of this
type of technology-related risk, especially in the areas of security and
compliance.

A Level Playing Field
Most small businesses simply cannot afford to match the in-house
support services that larger companies maintain. However, an
independent, third-party-managed cost structure and economy of scale
enable IT service providers to give their clients all the benefits of a solid
IT infrastructure. In this regard, outsourcing can help small companies
act “big” by giving them access to the cutting-edge technology and high-

level expertise traditionally enjoyed only by larger organizations.
Of course, not every Managed Services provider is equal. When
choosing an IT outsourcing partner, look for longevity and reputation.
Ask what experience they have supporting businesses like yours, and
whether they are certified in the technologies you are using or expect to
use. Determine if they have the resources to expand their involvement
as your operation grows, and whether they will be able to adapt their
service structure to accommodate peaks and valleys encountered
along the way. Find out what kind of commitment they will make
to understanding your company’s unique needs, how their customer
service is structured and if the field engineering staff will respond
quickly and effectively to issues that arise. As in any hiring situation,
asking the right questions from the outset is the key to setting the
foundation for a comfortable and beneficial long-term relationship. n

Michael Mullin is president of Integrated Business Systems. www.ibsre.com

College of Graduate & Continuing Education

Move Your
Career Forward

Rowan University offers the following options
for technology professionals seeking
career growth or educational development.
• Master of Business Administration
• M.S. in Computer Science
• M.S. in Engineering: Electrical & Computer
• Master of Engineering Management

Programs feature highly credentialed and accessible faculty, reasonable tuition,
and convenient evening or online courses. Specializations and focus areas help tailor
your education to meet specific interests and career goals. To learn more visit:

RowanCGCE.com/Programs
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INNOVATION
ZONE

Incubator Spotlight:
Enterprise Development Center
The mission of the Enterprise Development Center (EDC) at the
New Jersey Institute of Technology is to create jobs and to stimulate
economic growth, nurture the development of new technology and
scientific breakthroughs, encourage entrepreneurship and develop
a world-class workforce, attract businesses and investors to NJ, and
also to enhance New Jersey’s global
competitiveness.
That’s a tall order, but the
incubator and its executive director,
Jerry Creighton Sr., are up to the task.

Create jobs and stimulate
economic growth
The incubator typically hosts about
90 companies at a time. On average,
these companies employ between 400
and 800 people. About 50 percent of
these employees are full-time workers
and the other 50 percent are parttime student workers. Each year, the
affiliated companies bring in between
$40 and $80 million dollars.

Encourage Entrepreneurship
and Develop a World-Class
Workforce

Nurture the Development
of New Technology and
Scientific Breakthroughs
About 50 percent of the companies in
the EDC are life science companies
and the other 50 percent are
technology companies. Life Science
companies include medical device
companies and pharmaceutical
companies. Technology companies
include software and information
technology companies.
Successful businesses affiliated with
the incubator include:
• iSpeech, a leading speech
technology provider, which developed
DriveSafe.ly for iPhone, the first iOS
app to speak text (SMS) messages,
emails and Tweets aloud and allow for
txt responses by voice.
•
WATTLOTSLLC,
which
developed Power Arbor, a solarpowered arbor system for parking
lots. The system generates clean, renewable electrical energy. There are
plans to install this system in the parking lot of the incubator.
• Menssana Research Inc., a life sciences company that collects
breath samples and analyses them for cancer. The company has data
collection centers in various countries worldwide.
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• Phone.com, a cloud-based phone company focused on the needs
of small business and entrepreneurs, which recently announced that the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office has awarded the company its first
patent for an innovative process that addresses cost and privacy issues
involving conferencing from any phone as well as texting and caller
ID management when using mobile
devices.
•
Edge
Therapeutics,
a
pharmaceutical company that is
reducing brain injuries from a
spontaneous traumas, which result
in bleeding in the brain. Creighton
mentions this company, which
recently graduated from the incubator,
as one of the incubator’s all-time
best-managed companies and as a
company very likely to achieve much
success worldwide. Recently, Edge
Therapeutics investors became the
first to take advantage of New Jersey’s
new Angel Investor Tax Credit.

The incubator’s “Get Ready for
Funding” program is a primary tool
for encouraging entrepreneurship.
The program offers:
• Help with business plans, pitch
presentations, investor decks and
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
coaching, much of which is provided
by EDC entrepreneurs in residence.
• Free business coaching provided by
sponsors, including SorinRand LLP,
Morgan Lewis, and EisnerAmper.
• A grant search service that helps
businesses identify and successfully
win federal Small Business Innovative
Research (SBIR) grants.
• A $20,000 revolving loan fund,
offering loans to be paid off within
two years.
The EDC also encourages
entrepreneurship through its People
to Business (P2B) program, which matches volunteer mentors with the
company management teams.
An additional benefit for entrepreneurs is the incubator’s readymade network of company founders. The entrepreneurs often explore
collaborations among incubator companies.
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The incubator also operates a studenthiring program for direct hires, internships
and co-op programs. The location of the
incubator near campus enables students to
be within walking distance of their classes.
All of these benefits are accentuated
by the incubator’s first-class facilities,
which include offices, cubicles and wet
labs. Non-resident companies can access
some of the benefits of the incubator
through the incubator’s virtual program,
which establishes relationships with the
incubator that do not include residency.

Attract Businesses and
Investors to NJ
The EDC is a “Soft Landings” center,
a designation of the National Business
Incubation Association. The Soft Landings
designation recognizes an incubator’s focus
on welcoming nondomestic firms into its
domestic market with translation services,
help cutting through governmental red
tape, access to capital, domestic market
research and other services. In addition,
the EDC is establishing partnership MOUs
with incubators from other countries.
International
companies,
U.S.
companies relocating from outside of New
Jersey and New Jersey companies all share
the benefits of the incubator’s proximity to
the dense New York, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and Connecticut markets;
access to universities and pharmaceutical
and biotech companies; central location
in northern New Jersey’s worldwide
transportation hub, and nearness to the
state’s world-class workforce.
The startup companies also attract
investments and third party funding. In
2012 alone, EDC companies attracted
$11,878,457 in third party funding.
To apply for residency or virtual
affiliation contact Jerry Creighton. n

The EDC is a member of the New Jersey Business
Incubation Network. For more information about
the EDC, visit http://www.njit-edc.org. For more
information about NJBIN, visit http://www.njbin.org.
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Shut Down Outdoor
Security Threats
BY JOHN ROMANOWICH

S

mart thermal cameras are rapidly becoming
the new standard for securing outdoor areas,
expanding their traditional role as “night
vision” surveillance cameras to 24-hour
security solutions. When combined with
video analytics, these automated intruder
detection systems offer real-time, preemptive security with instant notification
about security policy violations that
may occur over outdoor areas. As
prices fall and capabilities increase,
new applications are emerging that leverage military-grade
technology for securing all kinds of outdoor assets. The result
is a market tipping point for smart thermal cameras, and an
opportunity to use the best detection technology available for
many different outdoor security needs.
Until recently there were few options for detecting intrusions
over outdoor areas in a reliable way. Think about an outdoor
security application as compared with an indoor solution,
such as a burglar alarm in an office or home. Indoors, we trust
our alarm system to detect someone breaking in, because
these areas are well defined by walls, doors, and windows and
there is no background movement or lighting variations to cause false
alerts. Outdoors, where we need to detect intruders just as reliably,
everything is changing all the time. The wind blows and it moves
trees, clouds and debris, small animals enter and leave the scene, while
the sun rises and sets, dramatically changing lighting. Until recently,
all of this outdoor activity has made it extremely difficult to deploy
automated detection systems that operate reliably without false alerts.
The good news is that smart outdoor thermal cameras are now
available that can ignore non-critical movement outdoors to accurately
detect people and send credible alerts when an intrusion occurs, and
at prices that make them an affordable option for commercial use. In
essence, smart thermal cameras operate very similar to the way a burglar
alarm system is used to protect indoor facilities, detecting intrusions as
they occur, and alerting guards or monitoring services to respond.
Thermal cameras have always been a good choice for nighttime
security applications because they are able to “see in the dark,”
protecting areas where lighting was unavailable or too costly to deploy.
Recent advancements in the sensitivity of thermal imagers, combined
with sophisticated image processing, make thermal cameras an accurate,
24-hour solution. Thermal cameras now present clear video images and
accurately detect people regardless of rain, humidity, fog and bright
sun, delivering detail approaching a black and white video instead
of the blurrier images once associated with the technology. Cameras
now use a high degree of on-board video processing to emphasize
small temperature variations between objects and the background to
exaggerate the fine details in contrast to other image features. The
better images reveal critical security information, image processing
provides more accurate intrusion detection, and when combined with
lower prices, the result in an unequaled 24-hour security solution.

How Thermal Cameras Work
Thermal cameras operate by “seeing” heat energy from objects.
Because thermal cameras see heat rather than reflected light, thermal
images look very different than what’s seen by a visible camera or the
eye. In order to present heat in a format appropriate for human vision,
thermal cameras convert the temperature of objects into shades of gray
which are darker or lighter than the background. On a cold day a person
stands out as lighter because they are hotter than the background. On a
hot day a person stands out as darker because they are cooler than the
background. This is what creates the typical thermal image that we have

become used to for nighttime surveillance applications.
Thermal imagery is very rich in data, sensing small temperature
variations down to 1/20th of a degree, which greatly exceeds human
vision capabilities. The image below illustrates the eye’s difficulty
distinguishing between close levels of gray. The top row shows six levels
of gray which the eye can see. The bottom row shows sixteen shades
of gray where it is increasingly difficult to distinguish where the shades
transition from one block to the next.

Consider that a thermal imager uses 16,384 shades of gray, over
1000 times more than shown in the lower bar graph. This helps to
understand the processing challenge that thermal cameras have had to
overcome, converting these fine temperature variations— representing
16,384 shades of gray—into 256 gray scales to more closely match
the capability of our eyes to decipher shades of gray. In the past, most
thermal cameras converted this data in a simplistic way by mapping
gross areas together that are close in temperature. This is why earlier
thermal images often looked blurry, lacked detail and were often unable
to reveal intruders under difficult weather conditions like humidity,
fog and rain. Advancements in video processing inside new thermal
cameras allow them to provide the necessary detail to make security
applications reliable and accurate under all conditions.
In the past, thermal cameras were typically deployed to protect
large critical infrastructure applications, where a disruption in
operations would have serious economic impact. However, as prices
for smart thermal cameras continue to fall, the technology now
makes sense in less mission-critical environments. In fact, one of the
most fundamental security functions—theft prevention—can now be
addressed economically using the same sophisticated thermal camera
solutions. Applications range from copper theft at electric substations,
securing equipment at maintenance yards, protecting vehicle lots,
securing datacenters, and other areas where theft prevention remains
a key objective.
Smart, cost-effective thermal cameras open up a whole new world
of understanding about what is happening outdoors beyond security,
from early detection scenarios to looking at behavior that increases
a company’s operational efficiency. For instance, a company could
use a thermal camera to determine if there is a leak at a refinery, or if
transformers are overheating at a power station, or to monitor storage
tank levels. The possibilities for thermal cameras extend to highway
safety, measuring parking area occupancy, measuring the volume of
traffic in a road, or automatically determining if a car is driving the
wrong way on an onramp or road. New Return on Investments (ROI)
scenarios and greater functionality now make smart thermal cameras a
perfect technology tool for such applications.
When security and business operations receive accurate information
they can respond quickly and appropriately to the alert. Smart thermal
video systems are providing a new, cost-effective tool for more uses in
an expanding number of mainstream applications. n

John Romanowich is the CEO, SightLogix, Inc. www.sightlogix.com
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Taming the Mobility Monster
with Managed Mobility Services

There is no one solution to tackle what’s happening in mobility; however, it is
possible to piece together a plan that will tame the growing mobile beast.
BY MICHAEL SAVILLE
Advancements in and the adoption of wireless technology has
streamlined and automated operations in every industry across the
globe, saving billions and boosting profits for businesses of all sizes and
types. More companies are adopting a “Mobile First” model, designing
business apps and processes around mobile platforms first, then later
adapt them for the PC or laptop, rather than traditionally the otherway-around.
Managing and supporting large, diverse device and user communities
has never been more challenging or more strategically important, with
IT departments evolving from a role of “Gatekeeper”, limiting access
to corporate information based on justifiable need, to that of enabler,
extending secure information access to an increasingly broad set of
mobile devices, including BYOD, W-Fi, and a growing variety of M2M
and “application specific” devices.
According AOTMP, enterprises who optimize wireless spend monthly
achieve a 200% increase in annual savings vs. organizations which
optimize quarterly due to the constantly changing nature of wireless1.
In spite of this, roughly only about a quarter of enterprises surveyed
indicated monthly optimization. In separate research, AOTMP reported
that a lack of time being indicated as the top reason by enterprise for
key stakeholders not reviewing and acting upon provided reports.
Most cellular carriers provide electronic invoicing and online account
management portals to help enterprise manage assets providing some
relief. Disparate billing systems, limited report choices and different
user interfaces can diminish their value as effective asset and cost
management tools for many organizations. What’s more, Wi-Fi only
devices and BYOD program enrolled devices are not reflected in
these inventories at all. Widespread BYOD adoption has given rise to
the “Hybrid” environment of both corporate and personally owned
hardware, where often a single employee has at least one of each.
Research is beginning to show the extent of new responsibilities,
potential liabilities and limitations with the BYOD model, underscoring
the need for formalized program and management, which often extend
to HR and Payroll.
According to Gartner, an unprecedented number of organizations
are beginning to seek support from Managed Mobility Service (MMS)
providers to reduce costs, enhance the efficiencies and abilities of
internal resources in IT, Finance, and HR, as well as provide technical
support a growing end user community. Often, the hard and the soft
dollar savings achieved can absorb some or even all of the investment
by enterprise for holistic device lifecycle management. The need is so
great that even the major cellular carriers and device manufacturers are
now offering multi-carrier mobility management and support services.
(Sprint’s services are provided by an independent third party, an important
point to consider especially for multi-carrier enterprise environments.)
Regardless of size, carrier, or ownership model, the following suggestions
will hopefully help you get started with regards to managing mobility:
Perform a Mobility Assessment
An important first step is to evaluate the current mobile environment,
compare adherence to internal corporate procurement and acceptable
use policies and industry accepted best practices. Once this baseline
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is established and then compared with corporate strategies regarding
mobile business and technology considerations, a roadmap can be
developed to effectively leverage mobility to reduce costs, enhance
efficiency and productivity, mitigate risks and ensure compliance with
potential industry specific regulations (i.e. HIPPA compliance, etc.).
Standardize Procurement/Onboarding Process(es) for Devices and
Users Accessing Corporate Data:
Non-standard manual processes increase the potential for error with
regards to device procurement as well as for Moves, Adds, Changes,
and Disconnects (MACDs). Purchase order approval delays can further
diminish the efficiency of the mobile worker for whom the request
is initiated. Streamlining and automating these processes through
customized procurement and service request portals will enhance the
efficiency of all involved staff/departments and significantly reduce
the likelihood of order entry error. Automating BYOD program and
MDM Server enrollment ensures policy compliance and security risks.
Data is then imported into enhanced asset tracking and reporting tools
greatly enhancing the overall capabilities with regards to device lifecycle
management.
Wireless Asset Tracking and Reporting:
As I mentioned, cellular carrier provided account management portals
provide change management functionality and some reporting, however
they are each completely separate systems with carrier defined
reporting capabilities. According to Aberdeen, companies with strong
business intelligence systems gain better insight into current wireless
expense and are able to take a more strategic approach to how wireless
interacts holistically within the entire supply chain through real time
dashboards and analytics for wireless expenses2. By integrating data
relative to device procurement, MACDs, electronic carrier invoices,
BYOD program participation and more, real time visibility into an
environment of limitless size and diversity can be obtained.
“Security!...Security!”
The emergence of iOS and Android operating systems through
increased smartphone and tablet use, especially with regards to
BYOD, underscores the importance of security policy enforcement.
According to Gartner, the MDM industry has more than doubled
year over year with expectations of continued growth over the next
few years as a result3. With a typical enterprise user having multiple
devices - smartphone, tablet, connection card, etc., containerization
of corporate information and security policy enforcement becomes
more challenging, especially when some or all of these devices may
be personally owned. Considering the large number of personally
owned smartphones and tablets in use, there are also opportunities
for employers to gain productivity by extending mobile access to email
to more employees (A potential gain of over 200 hours annually per
employee). Regardless of device ownership however, MDM software is
a must have, and offers many other benefits beyond security including
but not limited to – real time device status reporting and remote
firmware and user application profile installations and updates. Cloud
based MDM solutions are quickly replacing many premise based ones,
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Considering the large number of personally owned
Considering all aspects, most often a Corporate Owned
device model is going to be the least expensive per
user making the “migration” to BYOD non-effective.
opportunities for employers to gain productivity by With this in mind, more enterprises are adopting a
Corporate Owned, Personally Enabled (COPE) model,
extending mobile access to email to more employees (A which is also becoming increasingly popular with
employees vs. BYOD. In a COPE environment, the
potential gain of over 200 hours annually per employee). organization is able to reduce costs by taking advantage
of corporate discounts, “pooled” voice and data plans
from carriers, etc., and maintain more complete control
and outsourcing MDM Management as part of an MMS solution is
increasingly attractive to employers, enabling the re-allocation of IT over acceptable use, corporate information, etc., without having to
worry about potential employee privacy violations or complaints.
resources to other responsibilities and new technology initiatives.
Employees are embracing this model, seeing COPE as a company
provided benefit and more readily accepting of the corporate use policy.
“Go BYOD” or Can We “COPE”?
Unfortunately there is no one solution that will solve every
As mentioned previously, one of the prime drivers of the BYOD
phenomenon is the potential productivity gain per employee. Other organization’s problem with regards to mobility management, however
common BYOD “Migration” drivers include a desire to stabilize with appropriate technology, wireless policies, and expert guidance,
escalating wireless costs, allow employees freedom of choice regarding every organization can “Tame the Mobility Monster” growing within
device and carrier selection, and an attempt to reduce the help desk your company. n
support call volume by shifting support calls to the carrier. According
to Aberdeen Group however, the true cost of BYOD is higher than that
1. Audit and Optimization, Fixed and Mobile Enterprise Performance Trends; AOTMP
of a corporate owned device when considering all aspects, as BYOD
September 2011 (www.aotmp.com)
program responsibilities traverse multiple internal departments beyond 2. Controlling Wireless Expenses/Has Logic Gone Out the Window?; Aberdeen Group
4
IT . There is no dispute that a well-structured BYOD program can
September 2010
add significant value to every organization, however reduced costs 3. Magic Quadrant for Mobile Device Management Software; Gartner May 2013
are not considered by most to be the reward of any BYOD program. 4. The True Cost of BYOD; Aberdeen Group, May 2012

smartphones and tablets in use, there are also

Vision Wireless Mobility Management provides enterprise MMS solutions and has been ranked #1 for customer satisfaction.
Vision’s solution automates the management of wireless environments leveraging its award-winning software and business process
outsourcing (BPO). Michael Saville, Business Development Manager. 215-651-1834, msaville@vwpcs.com
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EDUCATION

Rutgers Strategic Plan Calls for
Greater Collaboration with Business
Improved access and simplified processes
are among the recommendations.
BY EDWARD TATE

E
20

xpanding the collaboration with the business
community is among the recommendations made in
the new strategic plan for Rutgers, which was approved
recently by the university’s Board of Governors. The

five-year plan is a bold and comprehensive blueprint that
will propel Rutgers into the ranks of the nation’s premier
public universities, and enhanced corporate partnerships and
relationships are a key goal.
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Peter Lobel, professor and associate director at
Rutgers’ Center for Advanced Biotechnology and
Medicine, and Haiyan Zheng, Ph.D., assistant
director of CABM, work with a state-of-the-art
Thermo Orbitrap Velos mass spectrometer. It is
used to conduct proteomics experiments such
as protein identification, characterization of
post-translational modification, and quantitative
analysis of complex mixtures on behalf of
scientists from Rutgers, other universities, and
industry. The facility has additional advanced
equipment used by a wide range of investigators.
(photo by Nick Romanenko, Rutgers)

The strategic plan comes during a time
of transformative change for the university
that is highlighted by four historic events:
Rutgers’ upcoming 250th anniversary; the
integration of Rutgers with most of the former
University of Medicine and Dentistry of New
Jersey (UMDNJ) and the creation of Rutgers
Biomedical and Health Sciences (RBHS), an
entirely new academic entity at the university;
Rutgers’ entry into the Big Ten athletic
conference and its academic counterpart, the
Committee on Institutional Cooperation; and
the approval of the Building Our Future Bond
Act, which has provided a major infusion of

funding from the State for higher education
capital construction projects.
“As the strategic plan makes clear, our
distinguished faculty are at the core of our
university’s aspiration,” Rutgers President
Robert Barchi said. “Among Rutgers faculty
are many innovative researchers who are
leaders in their fields, and their expertise is
one of the powerful assets we can offer to
industry. Rutgers research has enormous
economic potential, which has grown even
stronger as our biomedical and health
sciences portfolio has expanded. We want to
build public-private partnerships that take
full advantage of these resources and create
jobs that stay in New Jersey.”
Barchi has given the responsibility for
enhancing the university’s business
partnerships to Christopher Molloy, senior
vice president for research and economic
development. A long-time researcher in
the pharmaceutical industry, Molloy led
the Rutgers-UMDNJ integration before
becoming head of the Office of Research and
Economic Development three months ago.
“We know how to work successfully with
business, but we need to make it happen to a
greater degree across the university,” Molloy
said. “The strategic plan articulates the need
for us to make substantial improvements
in our systems and processes to encourage
industry collaboration. My office is
committed to ensuring that we streamline
our administrative processes to facilitate
partnerships and to providing a businessfriendly portal.”
To businesses in New Jersey and beyond,
Rutgers offers research centers and institutes,
technology for licensing, facilities and
equipment, top-notch graduates and interns,
continuing education and graduate academic
programs. The Office of Research and
Economic Development (ORED) provides a
one-stop shop for industry, including a new
website, businessportal.rutgers.edu.
The office also is developing numerous
initiatives of value to the business
community, including:
•
Corporate contracts and research
agreements are being simplified and
made more adaptable, with a streamlined
decision-making process. Many decisions on
agreements will be made by managers more
directly involved with business partners.
• Alliance managers are being assigned to foster
relationships with each business partner, so
the companies will know who to contact
at Rutgers. Many of the alliance managers
combine years of business experience with
an intimate knowledge of Rutgers’ structure
and people, allowing them to facilitate
collaborations with industry.

•
The Office of Translation Science was
launched last fall. Led by scientists
from industry, the office creates value in
biomedical research across Rutgers by
building interdisciplinary collaboration
through the molecular, structural,
imaging and biomedical sciences. The
office will build the interface between
Rutgers and the private sector with the
goal of contributing to the success of local
biotechnology and biomedical companies.
•
The clinical trials process is being
re-envisioned by the new leadership in
Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences
and the Office of Research and Economic
Development. A very recent step is
the university’s endorsement of a new
agreements template that BioNJ developed
with Rutgers and a New Jersey law firm
that has a pharmaceutical industry practice.
One of ORED’s components, the Office of
Innovation & Technology Commercialization,
is implementing many of the steps toward
enhanced business collaboration. It is led by
Richard Mammone, associate vice president
for innovation and professor in the School of
Engineering and the Rutgers Business School.
“We’re becoming more customerdriven,” Mammone said. “We’re listening to
companies to better understand what they
want, and then putting together solutions
that meet their needs. The culture has been
changed, driven by Dr. Barchi and Dr.
Molloy. We’re hoping that industry gives us
the opportunity to prove ourselves.”
Mammone’s staff has interviewed numerous
business executives and managers, he said.
They also have gathered insights about highperforming industry-relations programs
at major universities, particularly Big Ten
schools, to benchmark against best practices.
Among the research centers at Rutgers
with successful, long-standing business
partnerships are the Wireless Information
Network Laboratory (WINLAB), which
currently has 20 corporate sponsors and
research partners; the Engineering Research
Center for Structured Organic Particulate
Systems (C-SOPS), which works closely
with major pharmaceutical companies
and recently opened a Continuous
Pharmaceutical Advanced Manufacturing
Laboratory on Rutgers’ Busch Campus;
and RUCDR Infinite Biologics, the world’s
largest university-based biorepository, which
collaborates with numerous companies and
academic researchers worldwide.
The strategic plan, which is posted at
universitystrategy.rutgers.edu, emphasizes
greater investment in a range of metrics
to evaluate the university’s progress, both
qualitatively and quantitatively. n

Edward F. Tate III, Director of Communications, Office of Research and Economic Development. ored.rutgers.edu
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NJTC MEMBERS
SOUND OFF

Self-Sustainable Smart Living:
Making Life More Convenient One Advancement at a Time
BY DAMON MASON
Life is definitely more convenient. Thirty years
ago, who would have thought we’d all be
walking around with high tech mobile and
wearable touchscreen devices? It’s not just
the devices that are high-tech, it’s what they
can do to make our lives easier that is perhaps
most remarkable: Open garage doors, access
laptops, watch home security cameras, turn on
the lights, preheat the oven, record TV shows,
and perform many other household tasks.
With today’s existing technology, we can
build homes better. Today we can make homes
and manufacturing plants almost virtually
self sustainable through recent discoveries
in induction, thermal, and photovoltaic
technologies. We can turn our homes into
power plants that supply power for people

on the grid. In studies, induction lighting
systems can result in 80% reduced power
consumption. There are new thermal panels
being developed that are three times stronger
than modern high-quality solar panels, half the
manufacturing cost and can be used at night
since they generate electricity from heat not
the Sun. Transparent photovoltaic materials
on the market can be applied to windows
to generate electricity from light passing
through the windows. If these technologies
were combined and integrated into a home,
homeowners could save a lot of money and
potentially make a lot of extra income from
their homes.
That’s not all. You can also find atmospheric
water generation units and rainwater systems

that can be integrated into homes to eliminate
the need for external water sources. And to
top it all of you can now buy 3D printers
for you home that can generate plates, cups,
tables, door knobs and soon even food. What
if you had all of these technologies and
services in your home?
Right now you can build a home or renovate
a home to be more interactive and selfsustainable by using many of the technologies
mentioned in this article. However, right now
it’s not the norm—you need to make it the
norm. The future is here, we just need to grab
it and make a conscious decision we want
to live comfortably while also using clean
renewable energy. n

Damon Mason, CEO of Innosolutions LLC

Transform your business with
solutions powered by AT&T.
Ancero is now authorized to resell services
from one of the leading worldwide providers
of IP-based communications to businesses.

• AT&T Virtual Private
Network Service
• AT&T Synaptic
Storage as a
ServiceSM
• AT&T Managed
Internet Service

AT&T Partner Exchange
Platinum Solution Provider

Learn more at www.ancero.com
AT&T Partner Exchange

32462_Ancero NJTC_FIN.indd 1

6/4/13 12:09 PM

Gold Solution Provider
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SIGNATURE SPONSOR

The New Jersey Technology Council is pleased to announce the 2014 CFO
Awards Breakfast, an annual event recognizing the accomplishments of financial
executives from our region’s diverse technology community. NJTC is pleased to
honor and celebrate the outstanding contributions of these leading CFOs/Investors.
Join us at the CFO Awards Breakfast on

June 12, 2014
8:00 to 10:30am

Forsgate Country Club, 375 Forsgate Drive, Monroe Township, NJ.
AWARDS ARE PRESENTED IN FOUR CATEGORIES:
AWARD SPONSORS

CFO OF THE YEAR
Sponsored by Cresa
Presented to a Chief Financial Officer of a technology firm for outstanding
contributions to his/her company’s performance and accomplishments from
January 2013 until present.
FINANCIER OF THE YEAR
Sponsored by SorinRand
Presented to a venture capitalist, investment merchant or commercial banker
who has contributed to the economic development of New Jersey’s technology
community, including but not limited to the following:
• Responsible for attracting new capital into New Jersey
• Invested in, or loaned capital to local technology companies
• Recognized accomplishments in community education/leadership
DEAL OF YEAR
Sponsored by PNC
Presented to the Chief Financial Officer who successfully completed a merger,
acquisition, buyout, buyback, or large round of funding in 2012/2013 resulting
in increased revenues and growth for his/her company.

CONFERENCE SPONSOR

PRINT SPONSOR

HALL OF FAME AWARD
Sponsored by McGladrey
Presented to a current or former Chief Financial Officer for multiple
achievements over an extended period of time, in one company or several, that
has elevated him/her to a level of recognition among community, peers, and
others involved in the technology arena.
DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS April 16, 2014
NOMINATE your CFO/investor on-line at WWW.NJTC.ORG

NJTC NEW MEMBERS


As of February 2014

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
Aucta Pharmaceuticals
1 Deer Park Drive, Suite P
Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852
732-823-1434
www.auctapharma.com
Shoufeng Li, CEO
Shoufeng.li@auctapharma.com
Aucta Pharmaceuticals, LLC. is a drug product
development company for novel and generic product
development. Aucta has proprietary technology, is
focusing on poor water soluble compound, controlled
release dosage form and pediatric formulation.
Code 42
1 Main St., SE #400
Minneapolis, MN 55414
612-333-4242
www.code42.com
Nick Stefanow, Account Executive
Nicholas.stefanow@code42.com
Code42 develops intuitive, optimized technology
to securely manage and protect the world’s data.
Its award-winning CrashPlan backup solutions
manage exabytes of data across millions of devices
and for some of the largest organizations in the
world. And its SharePlan enterprise-grade file
sync/share enables real-time collaboration while
enforcing corporate security requirements.
Monster Worldwide
8280 Greensboro Dr. Suite 900
McLean, VA 22000
703.269.4939
http://monstergovernmentsolutions.com
Monster Worldwide is the premier global online
employment solution for people seeking jobs and
the employers who need great people. At the heart
of our success and our future is innovation: we are
changing the way people think about work, and
we’re helping them actively improve their lives and
their workforce performance with new technology,
tools and practices.
Nimble Storage
211 River Oaks Parkway
San Jose, CA 95134
877-364-6253
www.nimblestorage.com
Jeanine Delaney – Senior Account Executive
jdelaney@nimblestorage.com
Founded and led by storage industry veterans,
Nimble Storage is the most disruptive storage
vendor in history. Nimble thinks enterprises should
not have to compromise on performance, capacity,
ease of use, or price. Nimble’s patented Cache
Accelerated Sequential Layout (CASL™) is the
first storage architecture designed from the ground
up to seamlessly integrate SSDs with high-capacity
disks, delivering affordable performance, integrated
backup and disaster recovery, and stress-free
operations. Nimble enhances performance and
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simplifies management by natively integrating
with critical applications, including VMware
ESX, Hyper-V, Citrix, VDI, Oracle, Microsoft
Exchange, Sharepoint, and SQL Server.
Software AG
477 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor
New York, NY 10022
877-724-4965
www.softwareag.com
Sandra Terry
Sandra.Terry@softwareag.com
Founded in 1969 in Darmstadt, Germany,
Software AG is the global leader in business
processes, integration and big data. Our more
than 40 years of innovation include the invention
of the first high-performance transactional
database, Adabas; the first business process
analysis platform, ARIS; the first B2B server and
SOA-based integration platform, webMethods;
and pioneering big data technology with
Terracotta’s BigMemory. We offer our customers
a variety of end-to-end solutions that deliver low
total cost of ownership and high ease of use. Our
industry-leading brands, ARIS, webMethods,
Adabas, Natural, CentraSite, Terracotta and
IDS Scheer Consulting, represent a unique
portfolio encompassing: process strategy, design,
integration and control; SOA-based integration
and data management; efficient management of
big data; process-driven SAP implementation;
and strategic process consulting and services.
SPN Systems Inc.
P.O. Box 6253
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
908-303-3971
Mamta Nigam, President
mamtanigam@yahoo.com
Since 1997,SPN Systems has been providing
reliable, cost-effective SAP solutions to meet
our customer’s goals and objectives in the SAP
Marketplace. We are Women Owned, Small
Business Company.We focus solely on SAP.
Sungard Availability Services
300 Tice Blvd.
Woodcliff, NJ 07677
203-750-8117
www.availability.sungard.com
We are a Fortune 500 Company, the pioneer
of Disaster Recovery, 100% success rate, and
specialize in Managed IT Service/Collocation,
High Availability, Business Continuity Planning
and Consulting Services
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Universal Business Systems
185 Industrial Parkway

Somerville, NJ 08876
908-725-8899
www.ubsys.com
Edward Raffo, VP Operations
err@ubsys.com
Universal Business Systems (UBS) is a leading
provider of innovative technology solutions
and more, including ERP and eCommerce, to
Janitorial, Paper, Chemical, Packaging, Food
Service and Safety Supply Distributors of all
sizes. Our fundamental philosophy and mission
is to place the customer first. As a familyowned business with over FORTY YEARS
of Industry-Specific Experience, we go the
extra mile to make sure we take care of our
customers. Our Complete Software Solution
for Distributors, The Synergy Suite, sets the
standard for TRUE Real-Time Functionality
and Ease-of-Use, and gives distributors all
the tools they need to manage all aspects of
their business from Sales and Marketing to
Distribution and Logistics. Incorporating the
latest technology in Mobile/Smart Devices and
Cloud Computing, one of the most beneficial
features of Synergy is that it is completely
Web Browser Based. This means Synergy will
run on your Smartphone, Tablet, Laptop or
Any Device that connects to the internet from
anywhere you are.With our wealth of knowledge
and resources backing them, Universal Business
Systems’ customers are confident we know their
business and will help them achieve their goals
by reducing costs and increasing profits.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Alliance Sourcing Network, Inc.
1099 Wall Street West, Suite 396
Lyndhurst, NJ 07071
201-438-2005
www.asn-corp.com
Heather Milanak, CEO/CFO
information@asn-corp.com
Alliance Sourcing Network is a NJ based IT
Staffing and Professional Services firm that
specializes in Contract, Contract to Permanent,
and Direct Permanent placement services in the
following core areas:
· Logistics and Supply Chain
· BFSI – Banking, Financial Services and
Insurance
· Healthcare Information Technology
At Alliance Sourcing Network, we know that
finding great talent can often be difficult to
locate-making the hiring process challenging.
Our proven recruitment methodology allows
our clients to focus in on initiatives that are
important to their core business; while we
focus 100% of our time on what we do best….
identifying and placing top IT talent!

First Managed Care Option, Inc.
119 Littleton Road
Parsippany, NJ 07054
973-257-5200
www.firstmco.com
Bruce Nash, VP & CIO
bnash@firstmco.com
First MCO is a full-service managed care
organization providing medical cost containment
services for workers’ compensation programs, auto
insurers, and group health. With more than 30
years in the industry, we help insurance companies,
insurance funds, third-party administrators,
and self-insured employers manage their costs,
associated with workers’ compensation and other
medical claims. Among other things, we offer
URAC accredited Case Management, Network
Access, Negotiation and Bill Review services.
Our medical claims management process is built
on and reinforced by the guiding principles of
patient welfare, sustainable quality, and active
collaboration with our clients and customers.
RENEWALS
American PowerNet				
www.americanpowernet.com
Amicus Therapeutics, Inc.			
www.amicustherapeutics.com
Angel Medical Systems			
www.angel-med.com
arkHarbor solutions				
www.arkhsc.com
Aztec Software				
www.atext.com
BaseCamp Ventures				
www.basecampventures.com
CareKinesis, Inc.				
www.rev-care.com
Ciena						
www.ciena.com
Colliers International NJ LLC			
www.colliers.com
Cook, Maran & Associates Inc.			
www.cookmaran.com
Cresa NJ – North/Central LLC			
www.cresa.com/njnorthcentral
DATA, Inc.						
www.datainc.biz
Datapipe						
www.datapipe.com
Elite Value Solutions				
/www.elitevaluesolutions.com
FAST Speech Therapy				
www.FASTSpeechTherapy.com
Fry Communications				
www.frycomm.com

Glen Mills, Inc.					
www.glenmills.com
h2med LLC					
www.h2med.com
HR Acuity						
http://hracuity.com
Kean University				
www.kean.edu
Lehigh University Cnt for Adv. Materials &
Nano
www.lehigh.edu/nano
LimeBox Networks LLC			
www.limeboxnetworks.com
Lingraphica, Inc.				
www.lingraphica.com
Locus Energy					
www.locusenergy.com
MATHESON					
www.mathesongas.com
MFXChange US, Inc.				
www.MFXFairfax.com
Millennium Communications Group Inc		
www.millenniuminc.com
Neeta Mukerjee, Ph.D		
New Jersey City University			
www.njcu.edu
New Jersey Small Business Development
Centers (NJSBDC)
www.njsbdc.com
Newark Public Schools			
www.NPS.K12.NJ.US
Osage Partners				
www.osageventures.com
Paragon Solutions, Inc.			
www.consultparagon.com/
PDI, Inc.						
www.pdi-inc.com
Soltage, LLC					
www.soltage.com
SSTi						
www.s-s-t-i.com
Szaferman, Lakind, Blumstein & Blader, PC
www.szaferman.com
Testware Associates				
www.testwareinc.com
U.S. Army ARDEC/Picatinny Arsenal
www.pica.army.mil/PicatinnyPublic/index.asp
Verdacom						
www.verdacom.com

Joining the NJTC Paul Frank • Ext 222 • pfrank@njtc.org

NJTC
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chairman of the Board
Simon Nynens, Wayside Technology Group, Inc.
Co-Chair
Virginia Alling, PNC Bank
Board Members
Mel Baiada, BaseCamp Ventures
Maxine Ballen, New Jersey Technology Council
Joel Bloom, New Jersey Institute of Technology
James Bourke, WithumSmith+Brown, PC
Skip Braun, Deloitte
Charlene Brown, AT&T
Leslie Browne, Senesco Technologies, Inc.
Michael Christman, Coriell Institute
for Medical Research
John Clarke, Cardinal Partners
Mark Clifton, SRI Sarnoff Corporation
Steven Cohen, Morgan Lewis
Kathleen Coviello, New Jersey
Economic Development Authority
Saki Dodelson, Achieve3000, Inc.
Patricia Donohue, Mercer County Comm. College
Chris Downie, Telx
Nariman Farvardin, Stevens Institute of Technology
Ronald Gaboury, Yorktel
Mark Giamo, BDO USA, LLP
Andrew Gilbert, DLA Piper
Richard Goldberg, R² Associates
Ian Goldstein, Drinker Biddle
Darren Hammell, Princeton Power Systems
Paul Hoffman, Liberty Science Center
John Houghton, Nephros, Inc.
Brian Hughes, KPMG LLP
Flint Lane, Billtrust (Factor Systems)
John Lanza, McGladrey
John Martinson, Edison Ventures
Dan McGrath, Maloy Risk Services
Stephen Muretta, Ernst & Young LLP
Richard Napoli, ObjectFrontier, Inc.
Gregory Olsen, GHO Ventures, LLC
Kevin Pianko, WeiserMazars LLP
Philip Politziner, EisnerAmper LLP
Ari Rabban, Phone.com
Marianna Rabinovitch, ECI Technology
Jeffrey H. Rosedale, Woodcock Washburn LLP
Douglas Schoenberger, Verizon
Stephen Waldis, Synchronoss Technologies

Membership Services Judy Storck • Ext 246 • jstorck@njtc.org
Member Relations Manager Ellen Stein • Ext 228 • ellen@njtc.org
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SIGNATURE
EVENTS

CFO AWARDS BREAKFAST
June 12, 2014
Monroe, NJ

presents...
NJTC FINTECH CONFERENCE
Tale of Two Perspectives –
Wall St. and Main St
June 3, 2014
Jersey City, NJ
The annual FinTech Conference showcases the
best and most innovative financial and banking
technologies on Wall Street and Main Street. This
conference has become one of the region’s must
attend activities for the Financial Technologies sector.
As we all know, New Jersey has been known as the
home for new and innovative technologies since
Thomas Edison. Over the past couple years, New
Jersey has been recognized as a premier destination
for Financial Technology Companies and their
supporters.
Attendees will include financial executives, venture
capitalists, industry analysts and fintech entrepreneurs.
Following the program, join your colleagues for
a Networking Cocktail Reception, “Sunset on
Manhattan.”

The 2014 CFO Awards Breakfast, an annual event
recognizing the accomplishments of financial
executives from our region’s diverse technology
community. NJTC is pleased to honor and celebrate
the outstanding contributions of these leading
CFOs/Investors.
AWARDS ARE PRESENTED IN FOUR CATEGORIES:
CFO of the Year
Financier of the Year
Deal of Year
Hall of Fame Award
Nominate your CFO/investor on-line at
www.njtc.org
Deadline April 16, 2014

MOBILE APPS FORUM
June 25
Princeton
Building applications for wireless, mobile Internet
and broadband services is one of the most exciting
areas of development in the technology arena.
The New Jersey Technology Council looks to foster
this innovation in the region so that developers,
entrepreneurs, market leaders and investors can
come together to discuss strategic direction,
showcase and share their ideas and connect with
resources and partners. We will present some of the
best applications in development in the US.

NJTC ANNUAL MEETING
DIGITAL HEALTH SUMMIT

July 17, 2014
Monroe, NJ

July 10
Livingston

Keynote Speaker
Keith Cooper, CEO, Connotate, Inc.

Hospitals and care givers are counting on advances
in technology to improve patient outcomes and
streamline office process and provide access to the
latest information. Join the NJTC and a diverse group
of practitioners, educators, and industry leaders in
identifying the next steps and separate the hype from
the promise of digital health. Conference attendees
will have the option of attending sessions on “Digital
Health Improving Patient Outcomes” or “Digital Health
Improving Process”. Our opening plenary sessions
will provide an overview of digital health from an
international perspective and an update on the local
and regional marketplace.

Keith brings more than 20 years of experience to
Connotate with a proven record of successfully leading
innovative technology companies to rapid growth and
exceptional value. Three of his most recent leadership
roles include serving as President of Carbonite, an
online backup company that grew to over 1 million
customers, was ranked ninth on the Inc. 500 list
and completed a successful IPO in 2011; CEO at
webHancer Corporation, a company Cooper led and
successfully sold to Microsoft; and CEO of FaxNet,
a leading provider of messaging solutions to large
telecom companies, which was acquired by Critical
Path.
Keith is a graduate of Harvard Business School and
Harvard College. He serves on the Content Division
Board of Directors of the Software & Information
Industry Association (SIIA) and is the Chairman of the
Harvard Rugby Alumni Association.

MARK YOUR
CALENDAR
TODAY!
REGISTER AT
WWW.NJTC.ORG

NJTC PHOTO GALLERY
NJTC TECH TREK 2014
NJTC Members assembled in Washington, D.C.
on February 11-12, 2014. In our ongoing effort

to advance not only New Jersey’s technology
agenda but national interests as well. Once again
we partnered with TECNA (Technology Councils
of North America) and CompTIA (Computing
Technology Industry Association). This 1-1/2 day
event offered the opportunity to meet technology
leaders from across the country, as well as New
Jersey’s elected Federal representatives one at a
time. The following priorities were raised: STEM/
Workforce issues, SMB Tech Entrepreneur Tax
issues, Security and H1B Immigration Support
Reform.
Photo 1: Senator Robert Menendez
Photo 2: Senator Cory Booker
Photo 3: Congressman Donald M. Payne, Jr.’s Office
Photo 4: Gregory Winsky, Archer & Greiner, PC;
John Houghton, Nephros, Inc., Rich White,
Silicon Valley Bank & Paul Frank, NJTC
Photo 5: Congressman Frank Pallone
Photo 6: Congressman Rodney Frelinghuysen
Photo 7: Group with Congressman Leonard Lance
Photo 8: Meeting with Congressman Leonard Lance
Michelle Capezza, Maxine Ballen, Rich Napoli
Photo 9: Jim Bourke, WithumSmith+Brown;
Maxine Ballen, NJTC & Congressman
Robert Goodlatte (R-VA)
Photo 10: Maxine Ballen, NJTC; Senator Chris Coons
(D-DE), Jim Bourke, WithumSmith+Brown
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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
LEADERS - SAAS ARCHITECTURE
& MULTI-TENANCY
The NJTC launched this peer networking group to bring together VP
and Director level leaders of Software Engineering teams. This is a
great opportunity to share experiences and learn from other leaders
across our region. The presentation on SaaS Architecture & MultiTenancy is being led by Billtrust.
Panelists L-R: Tom Bartolucci, Director of Web Development-Billtrust; Bruce
Kratz, VP Research & Development-Sparta Systems; Richard Catalina, Of
Counsel- Szaferman, Lakind, Blumstein & Blader, PC and James Eichmann,
CIO-Billtrust
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CIO CONFERENCE 2014
MID ATLANTIC LIFE
SCIENCES SYMPOSIUM
3

NJTC was proud to present this year’s Mid Atlantic
Life Science’s Industry Symposium. The conference
addressed the latest developments in this rapidly
evolving field and looked beyond to the next
generation of tools, methods and technologies to
aid research.
Photo 1: M
 oderator: Taryn Bostjancic, Partner,
WithumSmith+Brown PC
Photo 2: P anelists
Michael Graziano PhD, Scientist-in-Residence, NJ
Center for Science, Technology and Mathematics,
Kean University
John Houghton, CEO & President, Nephros
Susan P. Rohrer, Ph.D. Executive Director, Business
Development & Licensing, Merck Research
Laboratories
Jian Wang, CEO, Biofortis
Presenters for the “Life Sciences Products and Services
Presentations” include: Mark Annett, Chief Technology
Officer, FAST Speech Therapy
Ram Balani, CEO & Founder,
FDASmart
Jim Chinitz, CEO, Population
Diagnostics
John Hartmann, President,
ElizaNor Polymer, LLC

At the Annual NJTC CIO Conference on February 27, 2014 in Bridgewater, NJ the NJTC presented CIO of
the Year Awards to technology leaders from the region. Honorees were selected based on their vision and
leadership, corporate performance, innovative business achievements and social responsibility. According
to Maxine Ballen, CEO, and President of the NJTC “Today’s CIO plays a strategic role in a company’s daily
performance and long term planning and taking the opportunity to honor and recognize their efforts has
become a tradition at the CIO Conference. This year we are exceptionally pleased to be honoring such
outstanding individuals.”
The 2014 CIO Conference focused on the top four priorities facing IT professionals in the coming year:
Rapid implementation of Cloud Services – Analytics – Mobility – Security. Attendees gained value from
presentations by keynote speaker, Jill T. Singer, Federal CIO Emeritus; Former CIO, National Reconnaissance
Office and Former Deputy CIO for the CIA and featured speaker, Eddie Shain, Group Vice President, NATO
Sales Consulting, Oracle. In addition to a CIO panel that focused on diverse cloud and security strategies,
the CIO of the Year Award Honorees participated in a panel discussion about upcoming projects and
challenges for 2014.
Photo 1: C
 IO of the Year Honorees: L-R Daniel Wolfe,
4
Telx; Paul Melici, iCIMS; David Dodd, Stevens
Institute; Craig Cuyar, Cushman & Wakefield
Photo 2: Jill T. Singer, Federal CIO Emeritus
Photo 3: Emcee, Jay Colson, CIO, Synchronoss Technologies
Photo 4: L-R David Dodd, VP of IT & CIO, Stevens and Fernando
Bohorquez, Jr. from Awards Sponsor, BakerHostetler
Photo 5: L-R Roger Williams, Comcast Business;
Tony Serignese, Brother; David Peach, The
Economist Group; Bob MacTaggart, Leviton
Manufacturing; Andrew Haines, Scivantage
Photo 6: L-R Tracie Owen and Eddie Shain, Oracle
Photo 7: RIGHT--Tony Serignese, VP of MIS, Brother
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NJTC CALENDER OF EVENTS
INNOVATORS IN SCIENCE:
CANCER RESEARCH
PRESENTED BY THE RITA ALLEN
 FOUNDATION AND THE NJTC
April 30 • 8:30 AM - 10:30 AM
Rutgers Cancer Institute of New Jersey
195 Little Albany Street
New Brunswick, NJ
Members Free • Non-Members $60.00
Innovators in Science is an ongoing presentation
and networking series that has been developed
with the support of the Rita Allen Foundation.
The series will highlight cutting edge commercial
life science centered innovation and technologies.
Our mission is to spotlight groundbreaking
researchers and entrepreneurs as they share their
work and discoveries with a multidisciplinary and
diverse audience and network members of the
regional technology and life sciences community.
Speakers:
Dr. Raul Rabadan, Assistant Professor,
Department of Systems Biology and the
Department of Biomedical Informatics, Columbia
University College of Physicians and Surgeons.
Dr. Rabadan has been the Martin A. and Helen
Chooljian Member at The Simons Center for
Systems Biology at the Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton, New Jersey. From 2001 to
2003 he was a fellow at the Theoretical Physics
Division at CERN, the European Organization
for Nuclear Research, in Geneva, Switzerland. In
2003 he joined the Physics Group of the School
of Natural Sciences at the Institute for Advanced
Study. Dr. Rabadan’s current interest focuses on
patterns of evolution in biological systems—in
particular, RNA viruses and cancer.
Dr. Shridar Ganesan, MD, PhD Associate
Director for Translational Science and Director
of Functional Genomics Shared Resource at
the Cancer Institute of New Jersey Associate
Professor of Medicine and Pharmacology Robert
Wood Johnson Medical School Rutgers, The State
University of New Jersey Rutgers Cancer Institute
of New Jersey

LIFESCI & MEDTECH
LEADERS BREAKFAST
May 21 • 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Drinker Biddle
105 College Road East
Princeton, NJ
Members Free • Non-Members $20.00
Attendance is open to executives at Life Science,
Healthcare, Digital Health and IT Companies.

NJTC FINTECH CONFERENCE 2014
TALE OF TWO PERSPECTIVES –
WALL ST. AND MAIN ST.
June 3 • 11:30AM – 6:00PM
Harborside
Jersey City, NJ
Members: $125 • Non-Member $250
Financial Technology (FinTech) companies apply
technological innovation to financial services and
products. And the industry is growing – in the
region and the nation. VC investments in FinTech
have increased dramatically over the past several
years.
The event will address the needs of the growing
financial sectors as they seek to develop and
implement an effective FinTech framework.
Discussions will cover the Company’s and Buyer’s
perspective of both Wall Street and Main Street.
Industry leaders will provide timely discussions
on issues of interest to the financial technology
executives.
This Conference will highlight the region’s
foothold as a place to be recognized for all
financial technologies. Attendees will include
FinTech entrepreneurs, angel investors, venture
capitalists, investment bankers, private equity
professionals, commercial lenders, government
sub-divisions, professional service providers and
academia. For more information visit: www.
njtc.org

Dr. Ganesan, who is part of the precision
medicine initiative, believes “research needs
to be focused on numerous aspects of the
disease in order to better classify it. Instead of
determining cancer type only by the organ in
which it originates, genomic analysis opens the
door for additional classification by the set of
genomic changes present in each cancer, which
can guide more precise or tailored therapy.”
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CFO AWARDS BREAKFAST –
NOW ACCEPTING NOMINATIONS
June 12, 2014
Forsgate Country Club
Monroe Township, NJ
Member: $55 • Non-Member $110
Member Table of 10-$500
Non-Member Table of 10-$1,000
The New Jersey Technology Council is pleased
to announce the 2014 CFO Awards, an event
that recognizes the accomplishments of financial
executives from New Jersey’s diverse technology
companies.
Awards are presented in four categories.
• CFO of the Year Award
• Deal of Year Award
• Hall of Fame Award
• Financier of the Year Award
For more information visit our website at
www.njtc.org or contact Karen Lisnyj at
Karen@njtc.org

MOBILE APPS FORUM
June 25
Princeton University
Friend Center Convocation Room
Princeton, NJ
Members $25.00 • Non-Members $50.00
Incubator/Accelerator Members $35.00
Students $10.00
Building applications for wireless, mobile Internet
and broadband services is one of the most
exciting areas of development in the technology
arena. The New Jersey Technology Council
looks to foster this innovation in the region so
that developers, entrepreneurs, market leaders
and investors can come together to discuss
strategic direction, showcase and share their
ideas and connect with resources and partners.
We will present some of the best applications in
development in the US.
NJTC will present a keynote speaker and a
Mobile Application Showcase where selected
developers from the US and other parts of
the world will make presentations of their
applications.
In addition roundtable discussions about various
topics in the mobile apps industry will be
held.
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SAVE THE DATE

DIGITAL HEALTH SUMMIT
“IMPROVING OUTCOMES AND
PROCESSES”
July 10, 2014 • 9:00AM-4:00PM
Eisenhower Conference Center
80 Beaufort Avenue
Livingston, NJ

TECHNOLOGY TOUR OF
PRINCETON PLASMA PHYSICS LAB
AND WORKGROUPS IN
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY & SUSTAINABILITY
April 24 • 4:00- 6:00PM

Members $95.00 • Non-Members $150.00
Students $30.00
Hospitals and care givers are counting on advances
in technology to improve patient outcomes and
streamline office process and provide access to the
latest information. Join the NJTC and a diverse
group of practitioners, educators, and industry
leaders in identifying the next steps and separate
the hype from the promise of digital health. The
conference attendees will have the option of
attending sessions on how Digital Health is
improving patient outcomes or how Digital Health
is working in the office to lower cost and deliver
information to care givers.

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING LEADERS
May 20 • July 29 • November 18
Locations: TBD

ANNUAL MEETING
Forsgate Country Club
Monroe Township, NJ
July 17

AWARDS CELEBRATION
November 2014

DATA CENTER SUMMIT
December 11, 2014

Members Free • Non-Members $50.00
The NJTC launched this peer networking group
to bring together VP and Director level leaders
of Software Engineering teams. This is a great
opportunity to share experiences and learn from
other leaders across our region. Meetings are
open to VP and Director level leaders of Software
Engineering teams at product companies.

Sponsorship & Exhibitor Opportunities Available
Contact Leo Mennitt at lmennitt@njtc.org or Judy
Storck at jstorck@njtc.org

NETWORKS

NJTC Industry Networks present programs
about opportunities and challenges facing NJ
technology companies by industry segment.
Electronics, Advanced Materials
& Manufacturing
Patron Sponsors:
Baker & Hostetler LLP
EisnerAmper
Contact:
Paul Frank • Ext 222
pfrank@njtc.org
Ellen Stein • Ext 228
ellen@njtc.org
Enviro-Energy Industry
Patron Sponsors:
Baker & Hostetler LLP
WeiserMazars LLP
Contact:
Paul Frank • Ext 222
pfrank@njtc.org
Ellen Stein • Ext 228
ellen@njtc.org

IT/Software
Patron Sponsor:
BDO
Contact:
Leo Mennitt • Ext 227
lmennitt@njtc.org
Judy Storck • Ext 246
jstorck@njtc.org
LifeSci & MedTech
Patron Sponsors:
Drinker Biddle
McGladrey
Contact:
Leo Mennitt • Ext 227
lmennitt@njtc.org
Ellen Stein • Ext 228
ellen@njtc.org
Telecommunications/Media
Patron Sponsor:
Verizon New Jersey
Contact:
Paul Frank • Ext 222
pfrank@njtc.org
Judy Storck • Ext 246
jstorck@njtc.org

NJTC Peer Networks bring together like-minded
technology professionals to share common issues,
learn best practices and gain perspective across all
technology industry segments.
CEO Forum
Patron Sponsors:
Morgan Lewis
WithumSmith+Brown
Contact:
Karen Lisnyj • Ext 229
karen@njtc.org
CFO Peer Network
Patron Sponsors:
Cresa NJ – North/Central LLC
Ernst & Young, LLP
Contact:
Karen Lisnyj • Ext 229
karen@njtc.org
CIO Peer Network
Patron Sponsors:
Oracle • telx
Contact:
Karen Lisnyj • Ext 229
karen@njtc.org
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Government Affairs
Contact:
Karen Lisnyj • Ext 229
karen@njtc.org
Software Engineering Leaders
Peer Network
Patron Sponsor:
Sparta Systems
Szaferman, Lakind, Blumstein & Blader, PC
Contact:
Leo Mennitt • Ext 227
lmennitt@njtc.org

For updated information or
to register for NJTC events,
visit www.njtc.org
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GROW. WISELY.

To grow and succeed, you need an advisor who knows your
company and your industry. Who is committed to helping you
implement a sustainable strategy for growth. EisnerAmper is
that advisor. The professionals in our Technology Group combine
their passion about the industry with a focus on teamwork
and communication.

TM

Let’s get down to business.

John Pennett
Partner
732.287.1000
john.pennett@eisneramper.com

www.eisneramper.com
EisnerAmper LLP
Accountants & Advisors
NEW YORK | NEW JERSEY | PENNSYLVANIA | CAYMAN ISLANDS

Independent Member of PKF International

